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ULTIMATE SNEAKER DISPLAY COLLECTIONS
By: Branagh Gosley (@Branaagh - Instagram)

How long have you been collecting shoes?

I started collecting sneakers in middle school! So a little over 10

years ago.  Ever since I was a kid I was either collecting old Supras

or Nike Soccer cleats. I started seriously collecting back in early

2016. My first pair of expensive kicks would have been either the

black OVO Jordan 10s or the Yeezy 350 Boost Moonrocks (which

were a whole size too big for me but I made em work) 

TOP 3 SHOES IN YOUR COLELCTION?

As of right now my 3 favorite shoes in the collection would

have to be:

1985 Chicago’s
The most iconic sneaker of all time (In my opinion) Not

much to say about these 

Jordan 1 Fragment
I checked GOAT at least twice a day for almost a year trying

to find the perfect pair. Eventually one came up and I

managed to grab it for a crazy steal. It took me almost a

year but it was worth it considering the price I paid.

Especially seeing what they go for now! The blue on these

combined with the fact that the Jordan 1 is my favorite

silhouette of all time makes these by far my favorite shoe in

my collection. 

2002 Supreme SB dunks
By far the rarest shoe I own, only 500 ever made (rumored)

and arguably the most iconic nike SB ever. Also blue  is my

favorite colour, plus the elephant print is just iconic. Truly a

rare piece of sneaker history.

 

Any shoes you're currently hunting for?
 
As far as a shoe i’m currently hunting for.... I’d have to say one shoe

that has been on my radar for years that I could never track down

would have to be the Air Yeezy 2 PLATS. 

Sad story is when I went to LA last year I found a pair at Round Two

that was OG all, my size and barely worn. I went to the ATM to get

money out and when I got back they had just sold. 

How much is your collection worth?

I actually have a youtube channel where I discussed my entire

sneaker collection as well as it’s value! I have come across some

grails since uploading it like 02 Supreme SBs, 85s, Travis Dunks and

Chunky Dunkys. But I’d have to say the total value of the collection

was at around 50-60k CAD 
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